Millennium Series

The College and the groves of Academe
We’ve come a long way, Victor!
B. Hennen, MD, CCFP, FCFP

T

he challenge of condensing
the stor y of the development of the College of Family
Physicians of Canada and the
academic discipline of family
medicine from their inseparable
beginnings was a welcome one.
The star ting place was an editor’s selection from a decade of
ar ticles in the Bulletin of the
College of General Practice
(CGP) and the early issues of its
sequel, the Journal of the CGP,
which first appeared in May
1961. Have a look at the articles
in Figure 1, then consider them
in today’s context.
In 1954, the second College
President, Howard Black,
acclaimed Victor Johnston, first
Executive Director of the
College of General Practitioners
of Canada, and the Canadian
Medical Association (CMA) as
the College’s parents and looks
back at its first 6 years. If he and
V ictor Johnston looked back
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now, another 50 years later, and
measured progress toward their
hopes, they would be gratified.
They would see an evolving system for continuing medical education credits for College
members; medical undergraduate curricula embracing the principles of family medicine and
taught by family physicians; specific postgraduate residency programs as part of the certification
and licensure process for family
practice; Fellowship recognition
for members who stand out for
their contributions; departments
of family practice in most hospitals; specific facilities for training
in family medicine in all cities
with medical schools and at
many rural sites; and more than
2000 recognized teaching family
practices across the countr y.
Black, Johnston, and many
others recite the mantra that the
College’s primar y reason for
being is education. Johnston
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argued that education and
research reflect the focus of the
ideal professional who seeks
excellence for its own sake to
maintain an edge of competence
and, secondarily, to attract adequate remuneration. He leaves
medical economics and medical
politics to the CMA and its
provincial divisions as their
“time-honoured functions.”

Education
The Annual Medical Study
Requirements and Estimation of
Study Credits set out by
Johnston in 1959 provided the
template that the College still follows. The complexity of having
to accommodate both membership and certification categories
adds to the str uggle between
what constitutes voluntary adherence (self-reporting) and mandated compliance (documented
participation) to satisfy the need
for public accountability.
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When the College was born in 1954, some
medical schools, led by deans such as Chester
Stewar t (Dalhousie) and J. Wendell Macleod
(Saskatchewan) had developed preceptorships in
which medical students spent time with general
practitioners in their offices at rural and urban
sites. In 1961, University of British Columbia
Dean John F. McCrear y expressed what was a
changing attitude: “I feel very strongly that it is
ver y wrong for medical students to be exposed
only to specialists in their undergraduate curriculum.” John Hastings from the School of Hygiene
at University of Toronto said in an article in the
Canadian Medical Association Journal, “There is
little value in complaining about the number of
students who want to specialize and bemoaning
the decline of general practice when medical education presents the specialties as the only fields of
interest and prestige in medicine.” Now, family
medicine clerkships are universal, with full-time
and part-time family physician faculty who also
teach basic clinical skills, evidence-based decision
making, community and social aspects of medicine, and elective family practice programs, and
lead the development of academic rural medicine.

Fellowships and internships
A higher qualification for general practice, comparable with Fellowship in the Royal College of
Physicians and Surgeons for specialists, was
another repeated theme in the early years. “It

seems to me that the time is here when the
College of General Practice should consider recognizing the general practitioners who have a special interest and special training along a certain
line,” said Dr Arthur C. Hill of Sherbrooke, Que.
The College sponsored two pilot residency programs at the Calgar y General and St Joseph’s
(London) hospitals. Prior to their development, 2year general practice internships were approved
by the College in some 34 hospitals, mostly not
traditional teaching hospitals.
The internships were ver y hospital-focused
and ser vice-oriented and had var ying faculty
direction and mentorship by GPs. Family medicine residencies had particularly designed curricula and were accredited by the College based on
learning objectives, properly evaluated and appropriately administered by family physicians. Once
the cer tification process was established,
Fellowship became recognition of a select number of
members who had made exceptional contributions
to the College and community and were nominated
by colleagues through their provincial chapters.

Fund-raising
In 1954, a Foundation Fund raised $21 695 from
246 members; 186 donations were for $100 or
more (average $88 per donor). In 1956, the
Foundation Fund was replaced by the Sustaining
Fund to suppor t new projects, especially
Continued on page 788

F i g u re 1. Measuring progress toward our founders’ hopes: Articles in the predecessors to
Canadian Family Physician mark family medicine’s evolution in a changing environment.
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F i g u re 1. continued
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F i g u re 1. continued
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educational ones. In April 1961, an appeal for
“bir thday gifts” raised $8038 from 230 donors
(average $36 per donor). When we consider the
incomes of those days, these were generous contributions beyond membership fees. Today, the
Research and Education Foundation continues to
raise funds to support the academic work of members.

Coping with
change

F i g u re 1. continued

Reflecting
on
what our founders
wrote in their
early Bulletin and
Jour nal, I am
in awe of their
foresight
and
clear vision. Their
dreams were revolutionar y but
also realistic. The
str uctures they
established in the
College and the
implicit and explicit strategies
they implemented
in their relationships with medical
schools, governments, hospitals,
other colleges and
licensing bodies,
and corporate and
industrial partners
have been highly
ef fective. Where
we have failed to
fully accomplish
their expressed
goals we ought to
ask why, reflect on
the bar riers to
success, and consider immediate
next steps for the College’s 50th anniversar y in
2004, and beyond.
The inherent conservatism of family physicians
has been both a strength and a weakness. Healthy
skepticism is a virtue when it protects the public
from untested promises of new products and prevents unwarranted spending of scarce resources.
Resistance to change, even when we know we are
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locked into patterns of behaviour that have not
moved us forward for years, can prevent us from
taking reasonable risks of disrupting our usual
and frequently comfortable ways of doing things.
Donald Rice, the College’s second Executive
Director, eloquently described in 1968 the phenomenon of GPs of 15 or 20 years’ experience. They
were well established in community practice
despite some competition, felt undergraduate training
and experience
had
prepared
them well, regularly attended
refresher courses,
were
actively
involved in hospital practice and
affairs, were sufficiently financially
secure to sometimes leave night
call to younger
colleagues, and
generally were
respected citizens.
In refusing to
acknowledge the
changing context
of medical knowledge and training and feeling
threatened with
talk of new training and an inference of being
second
class,
many GPs were
passively if not
vocally resistant
to new training
programs. They
frequently had
influence with
political, academic, and hospital leaders whose support the College
and departments of family medicine sorely needed. In 1990, I received a letter from such a colleague, a man who had unquestionably given
substantially as a practitioner and preceptor (and
had not left night call to younger colleagues) and
whose integrity is certainly confirmed by his writing the letter. He also had the ear of government.
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He wrote, “As you are well aware, at the outset
I was very much against the development of postgraduate training in Family Medicine. In retrospect, I think my main concer n was that the
undergraduate program and its influence on the
then ‘teachers of medicine’ many of whom had no
practical knowledge of the requirements and
skills necessary to produce a good family doctor,
would fall by the wayside and drift off into oblivion. I also felt quite strongly that a proper restructuring of the undergraduate program could
produce a well-trained family doctor. Be that as it
may, it is obvious that I have been wrong on both
counts, and happily, the College has done ver y
well indeed largely through the guidance,
patience and dedication of family doctors.…” The
point of the example is that we had failed to convince a good physician with good intentions of the
need for change, and we will need to succeed in
that again and again if we are to keep up with the
pace of change about us.

Incomes
Fundamental is the reality that incomes in family
practice have not achieved equity with specialty
practice. In most provinces, our negotiators have
failed to have the worth of good family practice
recognized. Maybe, Victor Johnston, we have
been wrong in limiting the College’s mandate to
education and research!
To the extent that fee-for-ser vice has failed
family practice, cor rections are possible and
should be enter tained. Can we convince our
change-resistant colleagues to risk making those
corrections?

Ser vice
We have also not presented to Canadians a comprehensive system of family practice services that
meet their primar y care needs. The Ontario
College (and the five Ontario departments of family medicine) are asking us to support a new way
of organizing family practice and have got the government’s attention to a degree never before realized. Will the family practice membership support
them?
Committed family physicians have kept hospital departments functioning and, in many situations, growing with new activities to bind hospital
ser vices with the community. Urban hospital
depar tments, such as the one in the new
Scarborough, Ont, hospital, exemplify the great
potential for a hospital, its specialists, and family
physicians to truly meet a community’s needs.

Other physicians, mainly discouraged by unrewarding fee schedules and threats to reasonable
lifestyles, are pulling out.
In Winnipeg, my new home, I see great opportunities through a new Winnipeg Regional Health
Authority for better ar rangements for family
physicians to properly include hospital care in
their service to patients. But the fee schedule for
hospital care fails them, while the health authority
is pressured to support a new breed of “hospitalist” with its available dollars. One of our community hospitals is facing a dramatic withdrawal of
most of its largest family practice groups, and one
of our two large teaching hospitals has no family
practice department at all.

Research
What about research? The 1954 to 1964 decade of
Canadian medicine had little vision of primar y
care research. Struggling to enter the groves of
Academe, most family physicians felt the priority
was on teaching. In fact, establishing educational
expertise was an appropriate lead into medical
schools and universities in general. The prevalent
belief among academics at that time was that good
practice and good research were suf ficient to
assure good educational practice. Because this
was not the case, paying attention to educational
methods, developing a Section of Teachers, and
supporting new teachers with educational workshops were strategically correct. But just as practice and research were necessar y but not
sufficient to assure good teaching, so good practice and good teaching are necessary but not sufficient to sustain academic clinical disciplines.
Research in primary care is essential to support family medicine education and good family
practice. Whether or not the new Canadian
Institutes of Health Research explicitly acknowledge a Primar y Care Research Institute, family
medicine research will play an important role.
So there we are, Victor Johnston and College
founders. It is now up to us to carry on with the
new challenges: organizing our family practice
services in new ways, strengthening our hospital
components, and enhancing our research capability. As these are accomplished, they can only
improve the College structures for which you
gave us the foundation and which will support the
educational programs basic to good family practice services for Canadians.
Dr Hennen is Dean of Medicine at the University of
Manitoba in Winnipeg.
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